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SUMMARY

As a �rst model for an electromagnetic wave guide, we consider Maxwell’s system in a three-
dimensional axisymmetric domain provided with appropriate boundary conditions on di�erent parts
of the boundary. We check the well-posedness of the corresponding variational problem. We write the
Fourier expansion of the solution as a function of the angular variable and derive the well-posedness
of the two-dimensional problems satis�ed by each Fourier coe�cient. The �rst step for approximating
the three-dimensional solution relies on Fourier truncation, and we prove optimal estimates for the error
issued from this truncation. Copyright ? 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

R �ESUM�E

Comme mod�ele de base d’un guide d’ondes �electromagn�etiques, nous consid�erons les �equations de
Maxwell dans un domaine tri-dimensionnel axisym�etrique, munies de conditions aux limites ad�equates
sur di��erentes parties de la fronti�ere. Nous prouvons que le probl�eme variationnel correspondant est
bien pos�e. Nous �ecrivons le d�eveloppement en s�erie de Fourier de la solution par rapport �a la variable
angulaire et constatons que les probl�emes bi-dimensionnels v�eri��es par chaque coe�cient de Fourier
sont �egalement bien pos�es. La premi�ere id�ee pour construire une approximation de la solution tri-
dimensionnelle consiste en une troncature en Fourier, et nous �etablissons des majorations optimales de
l’erreur dues a cette troncature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Time harmonic Maxwell’s system models the propagation of electromagnetic waves in three-
dimensional domains. Let � be a connected bounded open set in R3 with a Lipschitz-
continuous boundary @�, and let n denote the unit outward normal to � on @�. Without
restriction, we assume that @� is divided into three disjoint parts �i, �c and �t (the indices
i, c and t stand for incident, conducting and transparent, respectively) and we consider the
following system: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

curl curl e − �2 e= 0 in �

e× n=Ei on �i

e× n= 0 on �c

(curl e× n − i� e)× n= 0 on �t

(1)

The unknown here is the electric �eld e. The parameter �, called wave number, is positive,
equal to 2�f

√
�”, where f is the frequency of the wave, � is the magnetic permeability of the

medium and ” its electric permittivity. The data Ei consist of a given wave, indeed �i denotes
the part of the boundary where the source is located. �c represents a lateral boundary, and
the conditions there correspond to a perfectly conducting material. Finally, �t is an arti�cial
boundary and the boundary conditions on it are transparent, of Silver–M�uller type.
One of the early milestones in microwave engineering was the development of wave guides

and other transmission lines for the low-loss transmission of microwave power. A wave
guide restricts the three-dimensional ‘free space’ propagation of the electromagnetic wave
to a leading direction. Usually the wave travels along the guide without greatly attenuating
as it goes. Moreover, we can gently bend the guiding structure without losing contact with
the wave, without generating re	ections, and without incurring much additional loss.
There are a great many di�erent wave guiding structures and di�erent co-ordinate systems

are associated with di�erent wave guide cross section shapes. Cylindrical co-ordinates are
used to describe circular cross-section waveguides, and coaxial cables. Rectangular Cartesian
co-ordinates are preferred for rectangular waveguides. In the case of more exotic structures
such as microstrip or coplanar waveguide, it is standard to use rectangular co-ordinates and
solve approximately for the cross-sectional �eld distributions by using ‘conformal mapping’,
a technique borrowed from complex variable theory.
Wave guides, often consisting of a single conductor, support transverse electric (TE) and=or

transverse magnetic (TM) waves, characterized by the presence of, respectively, longitudinal
magnetic or electric �eld components. The lateral surface of the wave guide is supposed
to be an electric wall and this is mathematically modelled by the fact that the tangential
component of the wave vanishes. Due to the need of a �nite computational domain, the
a priori in�nite wave guide has to be ‘truncated’, thus transparent conditions are imposed on
a boundary cross section. Finally, the other cross section represents the place where a source
is located. Then, time harmonic Maxwell’s equations model the propagation of electromag-
netic waves in the computational domain (i.e. the interior of the truncated wave guide). The
simulation of electromagnetic propagation in wave guides can be made more involved due
to the presence of slots and apertures (to construct antennas in wave guides) as well as of
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di�erent dielectric materials (doped wave guides to enhance the transmission of some speci�c
signals).
Oliver Heaviside (1850–1925) in 1893 was the �rst to consider the possibility of propaga-

tion of electromagnetic waves inside a closed hollow tube [1]. In 1897, John William Strutt
(1842–1919, known as Lord Rayleigh) mathematically proved that wave propagation in wave
guides was possible for both circular and rectangular cross sections. Rayleigh also noted the
in�nite set of modes of Transverse Electric (TE) and Transverse Magnetic (TM) type that
were possible and the existence of a cuto� frequency. No experimental veri�cation was made
at the time. Later in 1936, George C. Southworth (1890–1972) of the AT & T Company (Bell
Telephone Labs) in New York and L.W. Barrow of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
separately presented their work on wave guides with experimental con�rmation of propaga-
tion. Since then, many applications and studies have been done on the subject, see [2] and
the references therein.
Problem (1) describes the propagation of TE electromagnetic waves in a conductor �

�lled with dielectric material of physical parameters ” and �. We refer to [3, Chapter 9; 4,
Chapter 5] for the derivation of this type of model. We �rst write its variational formulation
and prove the equivalence of the system of partial di�erential equations with the variational
problem. In a second step, we check the existence and uniqueness of the solution. Note that
this is not obvious for all values of � and not true for other types of boundary conditions,
for instance if �t is empty (see for instance [5, Chapter II, Section 3; 6] and the references
therein). Fortunately, the boundary conditions on �t allow for deriving the well-posedness of
the problem. More general results on this subject are proved for instance in Reference [7].
However, we are interested in a rather speci�c geometry: The domain � that we consider
is invariant by rotation around an axis, and both �i and �t are plane faces. By taking into
account the axisymmetry of �, we also state some basic regularity properties of the solution,
according to the ideas in References [8,9].
The main interest of working with an axisymmetric domain is that the three-dimensional

solution admits a Fourier expansion with respect to the angular variable and that each Fourier
coe�cient is the solution of a two-dimensional problem set in the meridian domain. As
explained in Reference [10], one of the di�culties for this dimension reduction is that the
Cartesian measure is replaced by a weighted one, which is due to the use of cylindrical
coordinates. Thus we introduce the corresponding weighted Sobolev spaces and write the
variational formulation of the two-dimensional problems in these spaces. We derive their
well-posedness and the regularity of the solution from the three-dimensional results.
The discretization we intend to work on relies on Fourier truncation, i.e., we only consider

the approximation of a �nite number of Fourier coe�cients. So we conclude by establishing
an estimate of the error issued from Fourier truncation. According to the ideas in Reference
[10, Section II.4.b], this error only involves the regularity of the data, more precisely the
maximal order of anisotropic Sobolev spaces to which these data belong. Moreover, in prac-
tical situations, the Fourier coe�cients of the data cannot be computed in an exact way. So
we propose to use a quadrature formula to compute an approximation of them and also prove
an estimate for the resulting error.
The analysis of the �nite element and spectral element discretizations of the two-dimensional

problems on the meridian domain is the subject of the second and third parts of this work.
By combining these results with the previous ones, we obtain an accurate approximation of
the three-dimensional solution. The main interest of such an approach is that solving a few
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two-dimensional discrete problems is much less expensive than solving a three-dimensional
one. In our opinion, the discretizations we propose by taking into account the speci�c geometry
of the domain are very e�cient.
The outline of the paper is as follows:

• In Section 2, we write the variational formulation of problem (1) and check its equiva-
lence with the system of partial di�erential equations.

• Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the existence and uniqueness of a solution of the
variational problem. We also state the regularity properties.

• In Section 4, we write the two-dimensional problems satis�ed by each Fourier coe�cient.
Next we describe the weighted spaces and the corresponding variational formulation of
these problems. We prove their well-posedness.

• In Section 5, we derive estimates for the error due to Fourier truncation and also for the
error due to the approximation of the Fourier coe�cients of the data.

• A technical proof is given in the appendix.

2. THE VARIATIONAL FORMULATION

Let x=(x; y; z) denote a set of Cartesian co-ordinates in R3 such that � is invariant by rotation
around the axis x=y=0, together with �i, �c and �t. We make the further assumptions that:

• the domain � is contained in the strip zi¡z¡zt for two real numbers zi and zt , with
zi¡zt ,

• �i coincides with an open disk contained in the plane z= zi, with centre (0; 0; zi) and
radius Ri, and �i is equal to the intersection of � with the plane z= zi,

• �t coincides with an open disk contained in the plane z= zt , with centre (0; 0; zt) and
radius Rt , and �t is equal to the intersection of � with the plane z= zt ,

• �c is open and generated by the rotation around the axis x=y=0 of a broken line, made
of a �nite union of segments (only for simplicity, since all the results of this paper still
hold when the segments are replaced by regular curves).

Since @� is the union of �i, �c and �t, the intersection of �c with �i and �t are circles contained
in the planes z= zi and z= zt , respectively. In order to take into account possible obstacles in
the guide, we assume that �c is the union of L+1 connected components �c‘, 06 ‘6L, such
that the intersection of each �c‘ with �i or �t is empty except for ‘=0. Figure 1 illustrates
this type of geometry. Even if most results in this section are still valid in more complex
geometries, we are speci�cally interested in this one.
On the domain �, we introduce the space

H (curl;�)=
{
C∈L2(�)3; curl C∈L2(�)3

}
(2)

We recall from Reference [11, Chapter I, Theorems 2.10 and 2.11] that the space C∞(�)3

of inde�nitely di�erentiable functions in � is dense in H (curl;�) and also that the tangential
trace operator: C �→ C× n is continuous from H (curl;�) into the dual space H−1=2(@�)3

of H 1=2(@�)3. By obvious extension, for any open surface � contained in @�, it is also
continuous from H (curl;�) into the dual space (H 1=2

00 (�)
3)′ of H 1=2

00 (�)
3 (we refer to Reference

[12, Chapter 1, Theorem 11.7] for the de�nition of H 1=2
00 (�) and to Reference [13] for more
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Figure 1. An example of domain �.

complete results). Moreover, the following Green’s formula holds for any C in H (curl;�)
and w in H 1(�)3:

〈C× n;w〉=
∫
�
(C · curlw − w · curl C) dx (3)

where 〈· ; ·〉 denotes the duality pairing between H−1=2(@�)3 and H 1=2(@�)3. From now on, we
denote by H0(curl;�) the set of functions in H (curl;�) with a null tangential trace on @�.
We are in a position to de�ne the variational spaces. Let X (�) denote the space of functions

C in H (curl;�) such that (C× n)|�t belongs to L2(�t)3. We de�ne its subspaces X0(�) made
of functions in X (�) such that

C× n= 0 on �i ∪ �c (4)

and XEi (�) made of functions in X (�) such that

C× n=Ei on �i and C× n= 0 on �c (5)

These spaces are equipped with the norm

‖C‖X (�) = (‖C‖2L2(�)3 + ‖curl C‖2L2(�)3 + ‖C× n‖2L2(�t)3)1=2 (6)

and it can be noted for instance that X (�) and X0(�) are Hilbert spaces for the scalar product
associated with this norm.
We consider the following variational problem:

Find e in XEi (�) such that

∀C∈X0(�);
∫
�
(curl e · curl C− �2 e · C) dx+ i�

∫
�t
(e× n)·(C× n) d�=0 (7)

where d� denotes the Lebesgue measure associated with the tangential co-ordinates �=(x; y)
on �t. Indeed, in a �rst step, we are going to prove the equivalence of this problem with
system (1). This requires a density result which is an extension of the main theorem in
Reference [14]. Since its proof is rather technical, we write it in the appendix.
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Lemma 2.1
The space D(�∪�t)3 of in�nitely di�erentiable vector-valued functions with a compact support
in � ∪ �t is dense in X0(�).

We are now in a position to check the equivalence property.

Proposition 2.2
A vector �eld e in X (�) is a solution of system (1) if and only if it is a solution of
problem (7).

Proof
We prove successively the two parts of the assertion.

(1) Let e be a solution of problem (7). From de�nition (5) of XEi (�), this vector �eld
satis�es the second and third line in (1). Moreover, letting C run through D(�)3

yields that it also satis�es the �rst line of (1) in the distribution sense. Finally, for C
in D(� ∪ �t)3, using formula (3) leads to∫

�t
(curl e × n) · C d�+ i�

∫
�t
(e× n) · (C× n) d�=0

The antisymmetry properties of the exterior product thus leads to∫
�t
((curl e× n − i� e)× n) · C d�=0

whence the fourth line of (1).
(2) Conversely, let e be a function of X (�) which is a solution of system (1). The second

and third lines in (1) imply that e belongs to XEi (�). Moreover, the same integration
by parts as previously gives, for any C in D(� ∪ �t)3,∫

�
(curl e · curl C− �2 e · C) dx+ i�

∫
�t
(e× n) · (C× n) d�=0

So the density result of Lemma 2.1 yields Equation (7) in an obvious way.

3. WELL-POSEDNESS OF THE VARIATIONAL PROBLEM

In order to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (7), we �rst use
a lifting of the boundary data. In the following lemma we recall a result due to Tartar [15,
Theorem 2] in the case of a general three-dimensional domain with a Lipschitz-continuous
boundary (see also References [16, Theorem 4.1, 17, Theorem 6.6] for a slightly di�erent
statement). Let �i stand for the unit outward normal vector to �i on @�i contained in the plane
z= zi.

Lemma 3.1
For any Ei = (Ei x; Eiy; 0) satisfying

(Ei x; Eiy)∈H−1=2(�i)2; @xEi;x + @yEi;y ∈H−1=2(�i); Ei · �i = 0 on @�i (8)

Copyright ? 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2005; 28:2007–2029
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there exists a function e†
i in X (�) such that

e†
i × n=Ei on �i and e†

i × n= 0 on �c ∪ �t (9)

Moreover the function e†
i satis�es

‖e†
i ‖X (�)6 c (‖Ei x‖H−1=2(�i) + ‖Eiy‖H−1=2(�i) + ‖@xEi x + @yEiy‖H−1=2(�i)) (10)

From now on, we suppose that the function Ei satis�es the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 and
we denote by ‖Ei‖W (�i) the norm in the right-hand side of (10). We note that, when solving
the problem
Find p in H 1

0 (�) such that

∀q∈H 1
0 (�);

∫
�
gradp · grad q dx=

∫
�
e†
i · grad q dx (11)

the new function e†
i − gradp still satis�es (9) and (10) and is divergence-free on �. Finally,

in order to take into account the possible non-connexity of �c and following Reference [18,
Proposition 3.18], we introduce the solutions q‘, 16 ‘6L, of the problems⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−
q‘=0 in �

q‘=0 on �i ∪ �t ∪ �c0
q‘=constant on �c‘′ ; 16 ‘′6L∫
�c‘′

@nq‘(�) d�= �‘‘′ ; 16 ‘′6L

(12)

where by extension the duality pairings on the �c‘ are denoted by an integral. The function e∗
i

de�ned by

e∗
i = e†

i − gradp −
L∑

‘= 1

(∫
�c‘

(e†
i · n − @np)(�) d�

)
grad q‘

still satis�es (9) and (10) and moreover is such that

div e∗
i = 0 in � and

∫
�c‘

(e∗
i · n)(�) d�=0; 16 ‘6L (13)

We set: e0 = e − e∗
i and we observe that e is a solution of problem (7) if and only if e0 is

a solution
Find e0 in X0(�) such that

∀C∈X0(�);∫
�
(curl e0 · curl C− �2 e0 · C) dx+ i�

∫
�t
(e0 × n) · (C× n) d�= 〈 fi; C〉 (14)
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where 〈· ; ·〉 here denotes the duality pairing between X0(�)′ and X0(�), while fi is de�ned by

∀C∈X0(�); 〈 fi; C〉= −
∫
�
(curl e∗

i · curl C− �2 e∗
i · C) dx (15)

It follows from (10) that

‖ fi‖X0(�)′ 6 c ‖Ei‖W (�i) (16)

We now check the uniqueness of the solution.

Lemma 3.2
For any data Ei in H−1=2(�i)3 satisfying (8), problem (7) has at most a solution e in XEi (�).

Proof
Since problem (7) is linear, it su�ces to check that its only solution with data Ei equal to
zero is zero. When Ei is zero, the solution e of problem (7) belongs to X0(�) and satis�es

∀C∈X0(�);
∫
�
(curl e · curl C− �2 e · C) dx+ i�

∫
�t
(e× n) · (C× n) d�=0

Choosing C equal to e in the previous line and taking the imaginary part of the corresponding
equation yield that e× n is zero on �t. So e is now a solution of the system⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

curl curl e − �2 e= 0 in �

e× n= 0 on �i ∪ �c
curl e× n= e× n= 0 on �t

Thus, the fact that e is zero follows from Holmgren’s theorem, see for instance References
[7, Chapter 2, Theorem 13; 19, Theorem 5.3.1; 20, Section 21].

In a further step, we introduce the kernel

V (�)=
{
C∈X0(�); div C=0 in � and

∫
�c‘

(C · n)(�) d�=0; 16 ‘6L
}

(17)

There also, it can be checked that V (�) provided with the inner product associated with the
norm of X (�) is a Hilbert space. Moreover, we have the following result.

Lemma 3.3
Any solution e0 of problem (14) belongs to V (�).

Proof
Taking C equal to gradp in (14) for any p in D(�) yields∫

�
(e0 + e∗

i ) · gradp dx=0

so that div e0 is zero thanks to (13). The previous line is still valid when p belongs to H 1(�)
and vanishes on @� except on one of the �c‘ where it is equal to 1. Using once more (13)
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yields that e0 satis�es the second part of the de�nition of V (�) for 16 ‘6L, hence belongs
to V (�).

The same arguments as previously yield that any function of X0(�) is the sum of a function
in V (�), of a gradp for p in H 1

0 (�), and of a linear combination of the gradients of the
functions q‘ introduced in (12). So, e0 is a solution of problem (14) if and only if it is a
solution of
Find e0 in V (�) such that

∀C∈V (�);
∫
�
(curl e0 · curl C− �2e0 · C) dx+ i�

∫
�t
(e0 × n) · (C× n) d�= 〈 fi; C〉 (18)

We are now interested in the well-posedness of problem (18).
We de�ne the sesquilinear form

a�(e; C)=
∫
�
(curl e · curl C− �2 e · C) dx+ i�

∫
�t
(e× n) · (C× n) d� (19)

The following property can be derived from the Peetre–Tartar lemma.

Lemma 3.4
There exists a positive constant � such that the following inequality holds:

∀C∈V (�); ‖C‖L2(�)36 � (‖curl C‖2L2(�)3 + ‖C× n‖2L2(�t)3)1=2 (20)

Proof
The norm ‖ · ‖X (�) is equivalent to the quantity

‖C‖L2(�)3 + (‖curl C‖2L2(�)3 + ‖C× n‖2L2(�t)3)1=2

Moreover, we have the following properties:

(1) Let C be a function in V (�) such that curl C is zero on � and C× n is zero on �t. Since
C is divergence-free and has a zero 	ux through each �c‘, it follows from Reference
[18, Proposition 3.18] that C is zero.

(2) It is proven in Reference [21] that V (�) is imbedded into H 1=2(�)3. So, the imbedding
of V (�) into L2(�)3 is compact.

Combining these two properties allows for applying the Peetre–Tartar lemma, see Reference
[11, Chapter I, Theorem 2.1], which leads to the desired result.

Lemma 3.4 allows for proving the following inf–sup condition when � is small enough.

Lemma 3.5
There exist a real number �0¿0 only depending on � and a constant �¿0 such that the
following inf–sup condition holds:

∀e∈V (�); sup
C∈ V (�)

Re a�0 (e; C)
‖C‖X (�)

¿� ‖e‖X (�) (21)
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Proof
For each e in V (�), we set: C= e− i� e, for an appropriate positive real constant �. This gives

Re a�0 (e; C)= ‖curl e‖2L2(�)3 − �20 ‖e‖2L2(�)3 + � �0 ‖e× n‖2L2(�t)3
Using Lemma 3.4 and taking �0 such that �20 = 1=2� gives

Re a�0 (e; C)¿ 1
2‖curl e‖2L2(�)3 + (� �0 − 1

2 ) ‖e× n‖2L2(�t)3
We now choose � equal to 1=�0 so that using once more Lemma 3.4 gives

Re a�0 (e; C)¿
1
4
min

{
1;
1
�

}
‖e‖2X (�)

Combining this with the inequality

‖C‖X (�)6 (1 + �2)1=2 ‖e‖X (�)

leads to the desired inf–sup condition.

Note that condition (21) holds for any �, 0¡�6�0, but that even for small values of �,
its proof requires Lemma 3.4. Due to the formula

∀e∈X (�); ∀C∈X (�); a�(e; C)= a−�(C; e)

the proof of the next inf–sup condition relies on exactly the same arguments as previously
(with � replaced by −�).

Lemma 3.6
The following inf–sup condition holds for the real number �0¿0 and the constant �¿0
introduced in Lemma 3.5

∀C∈V (�); sup
e ∈ V (�)

Re a�0 (e; C)
‖e‖X (�)

¿� ‖C‖X (�) (22)

Corollary 3.7
For the real number �0 introduced in Lemma 3.5 and for any data g in the dual space of V (�),
the problem
Find e in V (�) such that

∀C∈V (�);
∫
�
(curl e · curl C− �20 e · C) dx+ i�0

∫
�t
(e× n) · (C× n) d�= 〈g; C〉 (23)

has a unique solution.

Proof
It follows from the inf–sup conditions (21) and (22) that there exists a unique e in V (�)
such that

∀C∈V (�); Re a�0 (e; C)=Re 〈g; C〉
We have for any e and C in X (�),

Im a�(e; C)=Re a�(e; iC) (24)
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So the function e also satis�es, for all C in V (�),

a�0 (e; C)=Re a�0 (e; C) + i Im a�0 (e; C)=Re 〈g; C〉+ iRe 〈g; iC〉= 〈g; C〉
hence is a solution of problem (23). Its uniqueness follows from Lemma 3.2.

Let T�0 denote the operator from the dual space V (�)′ of V (�) into V (�) which associates
with the data g the unique solution of problem (23). As already recalled, it follows from
Reference [21] that the space V (�) is included in H 1=2(�)3, hence that the embedding of
V (�) into L2(�)3 is compact. So the operator T�0 is compact from V ′(�) into L2(�)3. We
are now in a position to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.8
For any data Ei satisfying (8), problem (7) admits a unique solution e in XEi (�). Moreover,
this solution satis�es

‖e‖X (�)6 c ‖Ei‖W (�i) (25)

Proof
Since the uniqueness of the solution follows from Lemma 3.2, it is su�cient to establish
the existence of a solution, or equivalently the existence of a solution of problem (18). This
problem can be written as

e0 + T�0 Ae0 =T�0 fi (26)

where the operator A is de�ned from V (�) into V (�)′ by

∀C∈V (�); 〈Ae; C〉= − (�2 − �20)
∫
�
e · C dx+ i(� − �0)

∫
�t
(e× n) · (C× n) d�

The operator Id+T�0A is de�ned from V (�) into L2(�)3 and it follows from Lemma 3.2 that
its kernel is reduced to {0}. Moreover the operator T�0A is compact from V (�) into L2(�)3.
So the operator Id+T�0A admits an inverse from L2(�)3 into V (�). Thus problem (26) admits
a unique solution e0, which satis�es

‖e0‖L2(�)36 c ‖ fi‖V (�)′

where the constant c only depends on the norms of (Id + T�0A)
−1 and T�0 . It then follows

from problem (18) that

‖e0‖X (�)6 c ‖ fi‖V (�)′ (27)

The function e= e0 + e∗
i is a solution of problem (7), and estimate (25) is derived by com-

bining (10) applied to e∗
i , (16) and (27).

We conclude this section with some regularity properties of the solution e.

Proposition 3.9
For any data Ei in L2(�i)2 satisfying (8), the solution e of problem (7) belongs to H 1=2(�)3.
If moreover the data Ei are such that @xEi x+@yEiy belongs to L2(�), then curl e also belongs
to H 1=2(�)3.
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Proof
It is performed in two steps.

(1) The solution e belongs to H (curl;�), is divergence-free on � and it results from the
assumption on Ei that e × n belongs to L2(@�)3. So it follows from Reference [21]
that it belongs to H 1=2(�)3.

(2) On �i, curl e · n is equal to @xey − @yex, hence to −(@xEi x+ @yEiy). If this last quantity
belongs to L2(�i), curl e satis�es

curl e · n∈L2(�i); curl e · n=0 on �c; curl e × n∈L2(�t)

where the last condition follows from the fourth line in (1). The function curl e also
belongs to H (curl;�) thanks to the �rst line in (1) and is divergence-free on �. Thus it
is proven in References [8,9] that curl e is the sum of a function in H 1=2(�)3 and of the
gradient of a solution p of the Laplace equation with Neumann boundary conditions
on �i ∪�c and Dirichlet boundary conditions on �t. The right-hand side of the Laplace
equation, the Neumann data and the Dirichlet data belong, respectively, to H−1=2(�),
to L2(�i ∪ �c) and to H 1(�t). Then it follows from an extension of Reference [10,
Section II.4.c] combined with [22, Chapter 5] that the function p belongs to Hs+1(�)
for all s6 1

2 such that s¡�=2�, where � denotes the angle between �c and �t. Since
the domain � is contained in the half-space z¡zt and �t is the intersection of the �
with the plane z= zt , the angle � is ¡�, whence the desired result.

4. FOURIER EXPANSION, AND THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS

We now write system (1) in cylindrical co-ordinates. Indeed, denoting by (r; 	; z) these co-
ordinates de�ned by

x= r cos 	; y= r sin 	 with r¿ 0; −�¡	6�

we observe that � is the set of points with co-ordinates (r; 	; z) where 	 runs through ]−�; �]
and (r; z) runs through the meridian domain !. From the previous assumptions on �, ! is
a polygon in the half-plane R+ × R. Denoting by �i, �c and �t the parts of the boundary @!
such that

�i = {(r; 	; z); (r; z) ∈ �i and − �¡	6�}

�c = {(r; 	; z); (r; z)∈ �c and − �¡	6�}

�t = {(r; 	; z); (r; z) ∈ �t and − �¡	6�}

we see that �i and �t coincide with the segments [0; Ri[× {zi} and [0; Rt[× {zt}. Finally we
denote by �0 the interior of the intersection of @! with the axis r=0. It coincides either
with the whole interval {0} × ]zi; zt[ or with this interval minus some possible open intervals
delimited by the intersection of some �c‘ with the rotation axis. This notation is illustrated in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The meridian domain !.

From now on, the radial, angular and axial components of a vector �eld C are denoted by
vr , v	 and vz. We also recall that the curl of a vector �eld C is given by

(curl C)r = r−1@	vz − @zv	; (curl C)	= @zvr − @rvz;

(curl C)z = @rv	 + r−1v	 − r−1@	vr
(28)

Since the coe�cients in this formula are independent of 	, for any solution e of problem (1)
and for any 
 in ]0; �[, the function: (r; 	; z) �→ e(r; 	+ 
; z) is a solution of problem (1) with
data (Eir(r; 	+
); Ei	(r; 	+
)). So the next result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2.

Proposition 4.1
If the data (Eir ; Ei	) are independent of 	, so is the solution e=(er; e	; ez) of problem (7).

We now write the Fourier expansion of the data and the solution of system (1) with
respect to the angular variable 	 and the two-dimensional partial di�erential equation satis�ed
by each Fourier coe�cient of the solution. Next, we introduce the weighted Sobolev spaces
on ! associated with the measure r dr dz. Finally, we write the variational formulation of the
previous equations and recall their well-posedness.

4.1. Fourier expansion

Let us write the Fourier expansion of the data Ei

Ei(r; 	)=
1√
2�

∑
k ∈Z

Ek
i (r)e

ik	; with Ek
i (r)=

1√
2�

∫ �

−�
Ei(r; 	)e−ik	 d	 (29)

and also of the solution e

e(r; 	; z)=
1√
2�

∑
k ∈Z

ek(r; z)eik	; with ek(r; z)=
1√
2�

∫ �

−�
e(r; 	; z)e−ik	 d	 (30)

It is readily checked from (28) that the curl of any vector �eld C(r; z)eik	 is equal to
(curlkC)(r; z)eik	, where the operator curlk is given by

(curlk C)r = ikr−1vz − @zv	; (curlk C)	= @zvr − @rvz

(curlk C)z = @rv	 + r−1v	 − ikr−1vr
(31)
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So the �rst line of problem (1) is equivalent to

curlk curlk ek − �2ek = 0; k ∈Z
On the other hand, the angular component n	 of the unit outward normal vector n is zero

on @� and the vector ñ with radial component nr and axial component nz is the unit outward
normal vector to ! on �i ∪ �c ∪ �t . For any vector �eld C, we agree to denote by C × ñ the
vector with components

(C× ñ)r = v	nz; (C× ñ)	= vznr − vrnz; (C× ñ)z= − v	nr (32)

The boundary conditions satis�ed by each ek are then obviously derived from the last three
lines of problem (1). Note moreover that, on �i, nr is equal to 0 and nz to −1.
It follows from all this that problem (1) is equivalent to the following system, where k

runs through Z: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

curlk curlk ek − �2ek = 0 in !

(ekr ; e
k
	)= (E

k
i	;−Ek

ir) on �i

ek × ñ= 0 on �c

(curlk ek × ñ − i�ek)× ñ= 0 on �t

(33)

As standard for axisymmetric geometries, it can be noted that there is no boundary condition
on �0.

4.2. The weighted Sobolev spaces

The variational formulation of problems set in an axisymmetric domain relies on the basic
spaces, see Reference [10, Section II.1]

L21(!) =
{
v : ! → C measurable;

∫
!

|v(r; z)|2r dr dz¡+∞
}

L2−1(!) =
{
v : ! → C measurable;

∫
!

|v(r; z)|2r−1 dr dz¡+∞
} (34)

We de�ne the complete scale of Sobolev spaces Hs
1(!):

• When s is an integer, Hs
1(!) is the space of functions in L21(!) such that all their partial

derivatives of order 6s belong to L21(!)
• When s is not an integer, Hs

1(!) is de�ned by Hilbertian interpolation between H [s]+1
1 (!)

and H [s]
1 (!), where [s] stands for the integral part of s.

We also introduce the space of ‘	at’ functions

V 1
1 (!)=H 1

1 (!) ∩ L2−1(!) (35)

All these spaces are provided with the norms which result from their de�nitions. We refer to
Reference [10, Section II.1] for their main properties, such as the density of smooth functions
or the existence of traces.
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For each k in Z, the space H (curlk ; !) is now de�ned as the domain of the operator curlk
in L21(!)

3, more precisely

H (curlk ; !)= {C ∈ L21(!)
3; curlk C∈L21(!)

3} (36)

We now introduce the space

L21(�t)=
{
v : �t → C measurable;

∫ Rt

0
|v(r)|2r dr¡+∞

}
; (37)

there also provided with the natural norm. The space X k(!) is the space of functions C in
H (curlk ; !) such that (C× ñ)|�t belongs to L21(�t)

3. Its subspace X k
0 (!) is made of functions

in X k(!) such that

C× ñ= 0 on �i ∪ �c (38)

and its subspace X k
Ei (!) is made of functions in X k(!) such that

(vr; v	)= (Ek
i	;−Ek

ir) on �i and C× ñ= 0 on �c (39)

These three spaces are equipped with the norm

‖C‖X k (!) = (‖C‖2L21(!)3 + ‖curlk C‖2L21(!)3 + ‖C× ñ‖2L21(�t )3 )
1=2 (40)

Finally, the space L21(�i) is de�ned as L21(�t), with all indices t replaced by i, and the full
scale of spaces Hs

1(�t) can be constructed as previously. However, the characterization of the
spaces on �i to which each Ek

ir and Ek
i	 must belong in order that conditions (8) are satis�ed

is rather complex, so we will work with slightly smoother data Ei without restriction (we
have no applications for less regular data).

4.3. Variational formulation of the two-dimensional problems

For each k in Z, we consider the following variational problem:
Find ek in X k

Ei (!) such that

∀C∈X k
0 (!);

∫
!
(curlk ek · curl−k C− �2ek · C) r dr dz

+i�
∫ Rt

0
(ek × ñ)(r; zt) · (C× ñ)(r; zt) r dr=0 (41)

The next results are now easily derived from their three-dimensional analogues, as established
in Sections 2 and 3.

Proposition 4.2
A vector �eld e in X (�) is a solution of system (1) if and only if each Fourier coe�cient ek

of e, k ∈ Z, is a solution of problem (41).
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Proof
If a vector �eld e is a solution of system (1), it is a solution of problem (7) thanks to
Proposition 2.2. So each ek belongs to X k

Ei (!) and taking the test function C in (7) of the
form w(r; z)eik	 yields (41). Conversely, any solution ek of (41) is a solution of problem (33)
(this follows by taking �rst C in D(!)3, second C in D(!∪ �t)3), and the system made of all
problems (33), k ∈ Z, is clearly equivalent to (1).
The next result follows from Proposition 4.2 combined with Proposition 2.2 and

Theorem 3.8.

Theorem 4.3
For each k in Z and for any Ek

i satisfying

(Ek
ir ; E

k
i	)∈L21(�i)

2; @rEk
ir + r−1Ek

ir + ikr
−1Ek

i	 ∈L21(�i); Ek
ir(Ri; zi)= 0 (42)

problem (41) admits a unique solution ek in X k
Ei (!).

A consequence of Proposition 3.9 is that, if the data Ek
i satisfy (42), both the solution ek

of problem (41) and curlk ek belong to H 1=2
1 (!)3. We refer to Reference [10, Theorem II. 3.6]

for a slightly more precise result.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE TRUNCATION ERROR OF THE FOURIER EXPANSION

The main idea for the discretization of system (1) consists in handling only a �nite, if
possible small, number of problems (33). This relies on Fourier truncation, as explained in
the following lines.
Let K be a �xed integer ¿2. We set

eK(r; 	; z)=
1√
2�

K∑
k =−K

ek(r; z)eik	 (43)

where each ek is the solution of problem (33).
We also introduce the function

EiK(r; 	; z)=
1√
2�

K∑
k=−K

Ek
i (r; z) e

ik	 (44)

Since problem (1) is linear, it can be noted that e− eK is the solution of problem (1) or (7)
with data Ei replaced by Ei − EiK. Applying estimate (25) to this new problem leads to

‖e − eK‖X (�)6c‖Ei − EiK‖W (�i) (45)

As standard, in order to evaluate the right-hand side, we introduce some anisotropic weighted
Sobolev spaces on �i.
We recall that W (�i) is the space of functions (Ei x; Eiy) satisfying (8), provided with the

corresponding norm. The family of Sobolev spaces Hs;W (�i), s¿0, is de�ned as follows:

• When s is an integer, Hs;W (�i) is the space of functions in W (�i) such that all their
partial derivatives with respect to 	 and of order 6s belong to W (�i).
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• When s is not an integer, Hs;W (�i) is de�ned by Hilbertian interpolation between
H [s]+1;W (�i) and H [s];W (�i), where [s] stands for the integral part of s.

The next result is now a straightforward consequence of (45), see Reference
[23, Theorem 1.1].

Theorem 5.1
Assume that the data Ei belong to Hs;W (�i), s¿0. Then, the following error estimate holds
between the solution e of problem (1) and the function eK introduced in (43)

‖e − eK‖X (�)6cK−s‖Ei‖Hs;W (�i) (46)

However, in many practical situations, the Fourier coe�cients of Ei cannot be computed
exactly. So the idea is to replace the integrals which de�ne them, see (29), by quadrature
formulas. We introduce the nodes 	m=2m�=2K+1, −K6m6K, and we de�ne approximate
Fourier coe�cients by the formula, for −K6k6K,

Ek
i?(r)=

√
2�

2K+ 1

K∑
m=−K

Ei(r; 	m)e−ik	m (47)

Let now ek
?, −K6k6K, denote the solution of problem (33) with data Ek

i replaced by
Ek
i?. We set

eK?(r; 	; z)=
1√
2�

K∑
k=−K

ek
?(r; z)e

ik	 (48)

The next estimate follows from a starred version of (45), combined with the formula

Ek
i?=

∑
‘ ∈Z

Ek+(2K+1)‘
i (49)

see Reference [23, Theorem 1.2].

Theorem 5.2
Assume that the data Ei belong to Hs;W (�i), s¿ 1

2 . Then, the following error estimate holds
between the solution e of problem (1) and the function eK? introduced in (48)

‖e − eK?‖X (�)6cK−s‖Ei‖Hs;W (�i) (50)

As a conclusion, note that the truncation error is very small for smooth data Ei (and even
for data Ei smoothly depending only on 	). Working with a small value of K provides a
very e�cient technique for discretizing the three-dimensional problem (1) since only 2K+1
two-dimensional problems (33) must now be approximated.

Remark
From a practical point of view, the choice of K only depends on the regularity of the
data Ei and can be made as follows: We �rst take a high value K̃, and compute the
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corresponding Ẽk
i? thanks to formula (47) with K replaced by K̃. When Ei is smooth enough,

these coe�cients decrease when |k| increases. So we take K as the smallest k¿0 such that
the ratio

‖Ẽk
i?‖L21(0;Ri)

2=‖Ẽ0
i?‖L21(0;Ri)

2

is smaller than a given tolerance.

APPENDIX A

The aim of this appendix is to prove the density of D(� ∪ �t)3 in X0(�), as stated in
Lemma 2.1. The proof follows the same steps as in Reference [14], however it requires
a further argument.
Let us �rst observe that we can work with a simpli�ed geometry. Indeed, thanks to the

assumptions on the geometry of �, there exists a z−
t ¡ zt such that the intersection of �

with the half-space z ¿ z−
t is equal to the trapezoid �t with two parallel faces, the �rst one

equal to �t and the second one, denoted by �−
t , equal to another disk contained in the plane

z= z−
t , with centre (0; 0; z

−
t ) and radius R−

t (see Figure A1). By using a partition of unity
and the density of D(�∗)3 into H0(curl;�∗) for any domain �∗ with a Lipschitz-continuous
boundary (see Reference [11, Chapter I, Lemma 2.4]), it su�ces to prove the density result
in the trapezoid �t instead of �.
Let H (�t) denote the space of functions in H 1(�t) which vanish on @�t \�t and such that

the restrictions of their traces to �t belong to H 1(�t), provided with the corresponding norm.
Note that the trace on �t of any function in H (�t) belongs in fact to H 1

0 (�t).

Lemma A.1
The space D(�t ∪ �t) is dense in H (�t).

Γc

Γt

zi ztzt

Γi
Γt

z

Ω Ω t

Figure A1. The trapezoid �t.
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Proof
Let q be a function of H (�t) and ” be any positive real number. We prove the result in two
steps.

(1) We use Reference [11, Chapter IV, Lemma 2.4] in a very simple case: for each � ¿ 0,
there exists a function ’� in C∞(0; 1) with values in [0; 1] such that

’�(r)=

⎧⎨⎩1 if r 6 1− e−1=�;
0 if r ¿ 1− e−2=�;

and |’′
�(r)| 6

�
1− r

; 1− e−1=� 6 r 6 1− e−2=�

Next, we observe that, for z−
t 6 z̃ 6 zt , the intersection of �t with the plane z= z̃

coincides with the open disk with radius

 (z̃)=Rt − (Rt − R−
t )

zt − z̃
zt − z−

t

and we de�ne the functions, by using cylindrical co-ordinates on �t,

’∗
�(r; z)=’�

(
r

 (z)

)
; q1(r; 	; z)=’∗

�(r; z) q(r; 	; z)

To evaluate the distance of q to q1, we observe that, thanks to the choice of ’� and
when denoting by S� the support of 1− ’∗

� in �t,

‖(1− ’∗
�) q‖H 1(�t) 6 ‖q‖H 1(S�) + c � ‖q ( (z)− r)−1‖L2(�t)

Since the measure of S� tends to zero when � tends to zero, the �rst term in the
right-hand side of this inequality also tends to zero. Concerning the second term, for
almost each z, z−

t 6 z 6 z+t , the function q vanishes at ( (z); 	; z), so that the standard
Hardy’s inequality yields

‖q ( (z)− r)−1‖L2(�t) 6 ‖q‖H 1(�t)

When multiplied by c �, this quantity also tends to zero when � tends to zero. Since
the trace of q on �t belongs to H 1

0 (�t), exactly the same arguments allow for estimating
‖q − q1‖H 1(�t). So there exists a positive real number � such that

‖q − q1‖H (�t) 6
”
2

(A1)

(2) Let � be a function of D(�t ∪�t ∪�t−) with values in [0; 1], equal to 1 on the support
of ’∗

� . For a �xed function q2 in C∞(�t), we de�ne q3 as the product � q2. Since q1
is zero when � is not equal to 1, � q1 is equal to q1. So we have

‖q1 − q3‖H 1(�t) 6 ‖�(q1 − q2)‖H 1(�t) 6 ‖q1 − q2‖H 1(�t) + ‖grad �‖L∞(�t)3 ‖q1 − q2‖L2(�t)

and the same inequality holds for ‖q1 − q3‖H 1(�t). Noting that the function q1 belongs
to H 1(�t) and has a trace in H 1(@�t), we derive from Reference [14] that there exists
a function q2 in C∞(�t) such that

‖q1 − q2‖H 1(�t) + ‖q1 − q2‖H 1(�t) 6
”

2 (1 + ‖grad �‖L∞(�t)3)
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whence

‖q1 − q3‖H (�t) 6
”
2

(A2)

By combining (A1) and (A2), we prove the density of D(�∪�t ∪�−
t ) in H (�t). The

density of D(�∪ �t) in H (�t) is then easily derived by introducing a partition of the
unity with respect to the z-variable and using the density of D(�t)3 into H0(curl;�t).

Remark
Of course, the result of Lemma A.1 still holds for more general geometries. However, in
the previous proof, the quantity Rt − r must be replaced by the distance to @�t, which is not
regular enough when @�t is not Lipschitz-continuous. So the result seems di�cult to establish
when @�t is not a Lipschitz-continuous submanifold of �t.

A similar but simpler argument leads to the next result (see Reference [24] for a di�erent
proof in general domains).

Lemma A.2
The space D(�t ∪ �t) is dense in the space of functions in H 1(�t) which vanish on @�t \ �t.
Let us de�ne X0(�t) as the space of restrictions to �t of functions in X0(�) which have a

null tangential trace on �−
t and also X00(�t) as the space of functions C in X0(�t) such that

curl C · n vanishes on @�t.

Lemma A.3
The space D(�t ∪ �t)3 is dense in X00(�t).

Proof
Let C be any function in X00(�t). We introduce the spaces

XT (�t) =
{
C ∈ L2(�t)3; curl C ∈ L2(�t)3; div C ∈ L2(�t) and C · n=0 on @�t

}
KT (�t) = {C ∈ XT (�t); div C=0 in �t}

The problem: �nd � in KT (�t) such that

∀’ ∈ KT (�t);
∫
�t
curl � · curl’ dx=

∫
�t
(C · curl’ − curl C ·’) dx (A3)

has a unique solution since the ellipticity of the left-hand member can be derived from
Reference [18, Corollary 3.16] (this relies on the fact that �t is simply-connected). Next, for
any function  in D(�t)3 with support �( ), let � denote the unique solution of the problem{−
�= − div  in �( )

�=0 on @�( )

and �∗ denote an extension of � in H 2
0 (�t). Thus the function  −grad �∗ belongs to KT (�).

So, by choosing ’ equal to  − grad �∗ in (A3) and noting that the integral of the product
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curl C · grad �∗ vanishes, we obtain the equation

∀ ∈ D(�t)3;
∫
�t
curl � · curl  dx=

∫
�t
(C · curl  − curl C ·  ) dx

whence the equation curl (curl �)= 0 in the distribution sense. This leads to the boundary
condition

∀’ ∈ KT (�t);
∫
@�t
((curl � − C) × n) ·’ d�=0 (A4)

Let now  be any function in H (curl;�t). It follows from Reference [18, Section 3.e] that
it can be written as ’+ grad q, where the function ’, equal to the curl of a vector potential,
belongs to KT (�) and the function q is in H 1(�). A consequence of the de�nition of X00(�t)
is that Equation (A3) and consequently Equation (A4) also hold with ’ replaced by grad q.
Thus we have

∀ ∈ H (curl;�t);
∫
@�t
((curl � − C) × n) ·  d�=0

whence the equation (curl �) × n= C × n on @�t. So, equivalently � is the solution of the
system ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

curl (curl �)= 0 in �t

div �=0 in �t

� · n=0 and (curl �) × n= C × n on @�t

We use the expansion C= curl �+ (C− curl �), indeed:
(1) Since curl � has a zero curl, it is the gradient of a function q which is de�ned up to

an additive constant. Moreover, since C× n vanishes on @�t \ �t, the function q can
be chosen in H (�t). It follows from Lemma A.1 that there exists a sequence (qn)n
of D(�t ∪ �t) which converges to q in H (�t). So the sequence (grad qn)n belongs to
D(� ∪ �t)3 and converges to grad q dans X0(�t).

(2) The function C− curl � belongs to H0(curl;�t), hence it is the limit in H (curl;�t) of
a sequence (wn)n of D(�t)3, see Reference [11, Chapter I, Lemma 2.4].

Thus, the sequence (wn + grad qn)n belongs to D(�t ∪ �t)3 and converges to C in X00(�),
which concludes the proof.

Lemma A.4
The space D(�t ∪ �t)3 is dense in X0(�t).

Proof
Let C be any function in X0(�t). The problem{−
p=0 in �t

@np= curl C · n on @�t
(A5)

has a unique solution, up to an additive constant. Moreover, since gradp is divergence-free,
there exists a function w such that gradp= curlw. In order to choose this w in an appropriate
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Figure A2. The three cases of angle �.

way, we �rst note that, since C × n vanishes on @�t \�t, @np= curl C · n is zero on @�t \�t. We
now distinguish three types of geometry, according to the aperture � of the angle between �t
and @�t \ �t, as illustrated in Figure A2.

• If � is ¡ �=2, it follows from Reference [18, form. (3.40)] that a �rst divergence-free
potential vector w0 such that gradp= curlw0 can be chosen such that w0 × n vanishes
on @�t \ �t and w0 · n vanishes on �t. Moreover, it follows from Reference [9] and the
regularity properties of the Laplace equation with mixed boundary conditions that w0
belongs to H 1(�)3.

• If � is ¿ �=2, we extend �t by a cone Ct in the half-plane z ¿ zt , such that the plane
face of @Ct coincides with �t and that the interior �ct of �t ∪ C t is convex. Solving the
equation ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

−
pc = 0 in Ct

@npc = curl C · n on �t

@npc = 0 on @Ct \ �t
we observe that the function equal to gradp on �t and to gradpc on Ct belongs to
H (div;�ct ) and is divergence-free on �

c
t , hence is equal to curlw0 for a vector potential

w0 in H 1(�ct )
3 such that w0 × n vanishes on @�ct , see Reference [18, Theorems 2.17

and 3.17].
• If � is equal to �=2, we use exactly the same arguments as in the previous case, with
the cone Ct replaced by a bounded cylinder Ct such that one of its plane faces coincides
with �t.

Finally, we de�ne w as equal to w0 − grad q, where q belongs to H 2(�t) and satis�es q=0
and @nq=w0 · n on @�t \ �t.
(1) Since the function C−w belongs to X00(�t), applying Lemma A.3 yields that it is the

limit in X (�) of a sequence in D(�t ∪ �t)3.
(2) Since the function w belongs to H 1(�t)3 and vanishes on @�t \ �t, the existence of

a sequence in D(�t ∪ �t)3 which converges to w in H 1(�t)3, hence in X (�), is a
consequence of Lemma A.2.
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Thanks to the arguments given at the beginning of the appendix, Lemma 2.1 is a direct
consequence of Lemma A.4.
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